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The only comprehensive volume available for the study of Northern Renaissance Art, this

paperback presents stylistic and iconographical themes, art historical scholarship, and valuable

analyses for today's learners. Its coverage and color capture the authors' lasting excitement for the

period and its artists.   A three-part organization covers international currents in the Fourteen

Century, Fifteenth-Century Innovations, and Renaissance and Reformation in the Sixteenth

Century.   For a complete understanding of Northern Renaissance ArtÃ¢â‚¬â€•its geography,

patronage, and audience expectations.
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Snyder's classic survey provides an authoritative and absorbing assessment of Northern

achievements, ranging from Bohemian court art under Charles IV in Prague in the 1350s to the

open sale of pictures as commodities on Antwerp's art market in the 1560s. In rich detail and with

utter clarity, this book tells the stories of the artists and the patrons who created this extraordinary

flowering of art.   Now sumptuously illustrated in fill color throughout, this new second edition has

been carefully revised and updated by Larry Silver, Professor of Art History at University of

Pennsylvania and Henry Luttikhuizen, Professor of Art History at Calvin College. Highlights of this

second edition include a reorganization of the chapters around centers of production, expanded

coverage of the sixteenth century, including the addition of more sculpture and tapestries, and a

stronger focus on the careers of major artists. Silver and Luttikhuizen have placed greater emphasis

on the reception of Northern Renaissance Art and consequently the new edition features a much

stronger consideration of social function arid cultural context.   Almost 680 illustrations, more than



250 in full color, are each keyed to the text, providing superb visual documentation. The book also

includes notes to the text, maps, a timetable of the major artistic; political, religious, and scientific

achievements of the period, a genealogy of the house of Valois, and a freshly updated bibliography.

In many respects the text before you is an act of homage, a tribute to how well James Snyder's

original text, now two decades old, has held up since it was written. At the same time, however,

items and images have been added to introduce students to material that has attracted scholarly

attention in the intervening years. A new design and expanded color have enhanced both the value

of Snyder's analyses and the results of more recent scholarship. The text has been trimmed in

places where Snyder was perhaps over-dependent on a few older scholars (e.g. Fraenger on

Bosch, Tolnay on Bruegel), whose views are no longer held to be either essential or well-founded.

Where Snyder used his own scholarship and his keen interests, particularly in Netherlandish

painting, Dutch painting in particular, his insights remain lasting and fundamental, as valid as ever

for today's students.   James Snyder also had his biases, and they sometimes made his book

unbalanced. His preoccupation with the chronology of Jan van Eyck has been tempered and his

apologetic comparisons of Northern art to the prevailing canon of the Italian Renaissance toned

down. Relatively thin sections on Germany have been expanded to restore balance. More attention

has also been paid to manuscript traditions in France, Flanders, and Snyder's beloved Holland. His

discussion of sculpture and tapestry has been expanded to highlight historical developments in

those media. In addition, his treatment of sculpture and prints has been reorganized. Whereas he

confined sculpture and prints to their own separate chapters, in this edition they have been unified

to unveil the accomplishments of those more versatile artists who worked across media, such as

Schongauer (engravings and paintings) and Pacher (sculpture and paintings). Another result of this

reunification of parts means that Snyder's own fundamental insights into Dutch printmaking and

printed book illustrations can now be seen together with the paintings that he did so much to

elucidate.   The revised text has also been arranged according to centers, except for a few chapters

that focus on single artists. In fact, Snyder's original idea of starting with Bohemia sets the tone for

the future considerations of place that follow, including chapters on regions as well as cities (Ghent,

Bruges, Augsburg, and Basel), which form the main topics of organization for the artists and their

works.   In editing and revising this text, our hope has been to update (especially in the notes and

bibliography) and to clarify the valuable, evergreen textbook of James Snyder from 1985. Attentive

comparison will chiefly reveal integration of media within reorganization by centers of art production,

while still capturing Snyder's excitement for the period and its artists. We offer it anew to the current



generation of students.   In closing, the authors would like to acknowledge the meticulous

assistance of their students, Freyda Spira, Rebecca Merz, and David Malda, and the job-like

patience of both their venerated teachers and long-suffering family members.   Larry Silver,

University of PennsylvaniaHenry Luttikhuizen, Calvin College

Great supplemental reading to taking the course . Learned more from the book that wasn't

mentioned very informative. Well written and easy to follow along with the different pieces of art that

are mention on the pages.

Used it for my Northern Renaissance class in college, it opened up a marvelous world of artistic

genius. Made me realize the influence of Northern Renaissance artists in the artistic production ever

since.

The book was very good ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Å 

I think that I am like many people in that my knowledge of the Renaissance Art of Northern Europe

comes from a few lectures in a college art history survey course. A few iconic images from the likes

of Bosch, Holbein,Durer and Breugel are all that come to mind. I knew the era was important but the

details were sketchy."Northern Renaissace Art" is everything you could want to deepen your

knowledge of this important period of history. The book is 750 pages long and has over 680

illustration of which 250 are in beautifully reproduced color. James Snyder does an excellent job of

explaining why those iconic paintings that everyone knows are great and deserve to be

remembered 500 years after they were painted. More importantly, Snyder takes those second tier

masters out of obscurity and elevates them to their proper place in history. Before reading this book,

I had never heard of such masters as Jan Gossaert, Jean Fouquet and Petrus Christus. It was a

exciting to get know their work. By no means is "Northern Rensaissace Art" a reasonably priced

book. But it is the type of book that will give you great pleasure for many years.

Great

Book was exactly what I need HOWEVER this book is listed as GOOD, VERY GOOD condition.

The book I received is in extremely POOR condition. I can deal with slightly stained corners and a

ripped page but when I opened the box, my cover was completely separated from the binding. I



don't know in what world that would be considered 'good' condition, but not one where I pay over

$70 for a book that is literally falling apart. Such a shame that they would sell someone a book in

this poor quality and not properly point out what the customer is getting. Awful. Horrible. I want my

money back.

The book was needed for a class I am auditing, but I will not be trying to resell this book!!It is a

treasure of beautiful art work.The narrative was also very help to understand the time, culture and

individual art work and the creator.

I think because the book I've bought is paperback,pages are very thin and print of paintings is poor

quality and illustrations are very small and there is not much details,also amount of good paintings

of artists awfully deficient.Also most of the illustrations is black and white.But on the other hand

there is a huge and deeply information about Northern Renaissance Art.
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